
Best practice for digital asset management 
(DAM).

Who gives 
a DAM?
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Top Tips to remember. Keep it simple, consistency 
is key, avoid Special Characters & Spaces and keep 
good version control.

So, you bought 
a DAM. 
Now what?

Define a strong, 
understandable file 
naming convention 

Keep it simple, yet descriptive It should be clear . 
what the asset is and where it belongs from your 
file name. An example naming convention could 
be:  

Brand_Category_Language_Desc_Version 

For example, if Vantage Clever produce a Social 
media tile for the Spanish market relating to the 
COVID pandemic it could look like this:

VC_Social_SP_CovidCampaign_v1 

Using a consistent format with your file names will 
help all users easily find any assets they need as 
well as assist in the organisation of content within 
your DAM library structure. 

 



Agree on a logical 
metadata tagging 

Having a clear, structured and documented meta data schema will ensure 
that meta tags are consistently applied and that everyone is aware of 
the data available to use searching / categorising / governing your assets.  

FieldNo. Field Name Description EntryType Mandatory Vocabulary Values

1 File Name
The name of the file uploaded to the 
DAM Text Y Automatic

Value is automatically populated during asset 
upload

2 Title
The name / description given to the 
asset Text Y Open

A freetype field to allow users to describe the 
asset

3 Creator The person who created the asset Text Y Open
A freetype field to allow the uploader to enter 
their name

4 Approver The person who approved the asset Text Y Open
A freetype field to allow the asset approver to 
enter theirname

5 Description A textual outline of the content Text N Open
A freetype field to allow users to describe the 
asset

6 Date
When the asset was uploaded to the 
DAM Date /Time Y Automatic

Auto populated date / time stamp of when the 
asset was uploaded to the DAM

7 Type
A category for the content (could align to 
library folder name) Text Y Restricted

Brand Guidelines, Social Tile, Flyer, 
Presentation, Logo

8 Language The language used in this resource Text Y Restricted English, French, German

9 Rights Copyright information Text Y Restricted Restricted, Public Domain, Free to use

10 Brand The brand that this resource relates to Text Y Restricted Vantage Clever, Clever Ltd

11 Campaign
The campaign that this asset was 
created for Text N Open Covid-19

12 Region
The country / region that this asset 
relates to Text N Open EMEA, LATAM, APAC, Global

13 Keywords
The key words that can be used to 
locate this asset Text N Open Free type

14 Version The version number of the asset Number Y Automatic 1,2,3,4

Review what metadata is already available & document it. Once you have 
identified common fields (i.e. file name, keywords, description) 
then consider the unique aspects of the various file types that the DAM 
will support. For example language or file size.  

Once these are all defined document them so your users can understand 
them.  is an example metadata schemaAbove  



Create a simple library 
& folder structure 

Decide on your Hierarchy Best practise is to present all the most . 
important/used folders at the forefront using subfolders to simplify the 
view and move less important/used items lower in the structure. Keep in 
mind your naming conversation as this can help to define your folder 
structure. If the two follow a similar structure this will help create more 
understanding for your users and improve navigation. 

For example:

01

02

03

04

05

Level 1(Brand)

Level 2 (Area)

Level 3 (Category)

Level 4 (Asset Type)

Level 5 (Assets)

BRAND NAME

Marketing Finance Creative

B2C B2B SOW’s Project 1 Project 2

Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 1 Segment 2 Social Print Web Print

• Asset 1
• Asset 2
• Asset 3
• Asset 4
• Asset 5

• Asset 1
• Asset 2
• Asset 3
• Asset 4
• Asset 5

• Asset 1
• Asset 2
• Asset 3
• Asset 4
• Asset 5

• Asset 1
• Asset 2
• Asset 3
• Asset 4
• Asset 5

• Asset 1
• Asset 2
• Asset 3
• Asset 4
• Asset 5

• Asset 1
• Asset 2
• Asset 3
• Asset 4
• Asset 5

• Asset 1
• Asset 2
• Asset 3
• Asset 4
• Asset 5

• Asset 1
• Asset 2
• Asset 3
• Asset 4
• Asset 5

• Asset 1
• Asset 2
• Asset 3
• Asset 4
• Asset 5

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4



Agree on the 
necessary 
access & 
sharing rights 
Define who needs to do what Map out what . 
actions each of your users will need to do within 
the system. Think about grouping your users 
into categories such as, Admins, Owners and 
Workers.   

For example, you want a core project team of 
Admins to oversee the role out and hold 
scheduled checks once the system is being 
used. Those users need to be able to have the 
greatest level of access as they will need to 
make global updates to the system and need to 
understand your whole business. Workers 
might just be country specific users who only 
ever need to search for assets and add assets.

 

Once defined documents these groups and 
their roles and responsibilities so it's clear for all 
users who can do what. 

Define your business rules Think about how you . 
want to enforce compliance with your DAM 
standards. 

 

• How will you ensure that only brand 
compliant assets are added to the DAM? 
Will there be an approval process? 

• How will you ensure that meta data has 
been added correctly? – Will there be 
mandatory fields. Will you restrict values 
to a defined list?



Map out a 
future proofed 
housekeeping 
process.
Keep your DAM clean and tidy After  . 
defining the structure & uploading all 
the correctly named files it makes 
sense to keep on top of your 
structure. With potentially hundreds of 
users accessing the DAM 
daily, it's imperative to future proof 
the success of your DAM so mapping 
out a defined housekeeping process to 
both monitor and maintain the DAM is 
the best way to achieve this. 

Things such as: 

• Locate any unused metadata fields 
that can to be removed 

• Review access & permissions so 
users can access what they need 

• Monitor your filters & search 
functionality regularly to see if it 
needs updating 

• Finally, archive any obsolete assets 

To achieve this you will need to define  
sSome governance documentation to 
outline the rules & best practice, 
provide basic & advanced training for 
your users old regular reviews by , h
asking your users if the DAM is 
working for them, their feedback will 
drive future updates.

Document 
everything.
Keep a written copy of everything. 
Document all your new processes, 
from file naming and folder structure, 
governance of the DAM and Access 
levels. 

Train your 
users & share 
training 
reference 
guides   .
The key to success is to train all 
your users, getting people ready for 
the system is key - change scares 
people! If you don't arm your 
users with the knowledge they 
need to get the most from the 
system, they will fight against 
using it. Or even worse, use 
it incorrectly which in turn can 
reverse the efficiencies it gives you. 

A best practise approach to 
training is to break the sessions 
down into your user groups and 
train people only on what they 
need to know only.  

Finally, give all your users access to 
the documentation you 
have created as well as training 
reference materials. 

This will help them understand the 
end to end process and ensure you 
stand the best chance of the 
new DAM roll out being an 
overwhelming success.

These documents will help keep 
your system functioning at its best 
as well as helping to engage your 
users. 

For example, having a 
housekeeping plan documented 
will mean you can easily change 
the person responsible for this 
action should you wish to, whilst 
also meaning that this process 
happens so the system remains 
easy for users to navigate. 



In conclusion, purchasing a tool to support asset management is a good strategy 
in this digital age of work. However, your shiny new tool is nothing without some 
best practice techniques to optimise it.

Define a strong, understandable file 
naming convention - It should be clear 
what the asset is and where it 
belongs from your file name. 

Agree on a logical metadata tagging - 
Having a clear and structured metadata 
schema ensures that assets can be found 
easily and governed efficiently.

Agree on the necessary access & sharing 
rights - Making sure users can only 
access what and do what they need to in 
the system will help ensure that your 
DAM remains organised and that only 
approved / brand compliant content 
is accessible.

Create a simple library & folder 
structure - This will ensure navigation 
through your DAM is easy, making 
assets easy to find and will improve user 
adoption.

Document all of the above! - This will 
ensure that everyone is clear on your 
DAM standards and will help 
increase process adherence 

Map out a future proofed 
housekeeping process - Ensuring that 
you have a process to regularly review 
the content of your DAM and to 
delete/archive unused or irrelevant 
assets will ensure that your DAM is 
kept tidy and that only up to 
date/compliant assets are available

Train your users & share training 
reference guides - This will not only 
enhance user adoption but will also 
ensure everyone follows your 
processes
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The road to 
maintaining 
your new 
DAM?
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